
LIVE ARTS AND PERFORMANCE
FRIDAY 2 JUNE

11.00 - meet at the Apple Store
Garden Walk 

11.30 - 12.30 - Pergola Stage
The Magic of Throwing Clay
Alison Sandeman and Frances Doherty

13.00 - 14.00 - Pergola Stage
Live Art Performance - Isobel Smith

14.30 - 15.15 - Pergola Stage
Anthology Readings - Martine McDonagh

16.00 - 17.00 - Pergola Stage 
Live Art Performance - Isobel Smith

Explore the beautiful West Dean Gardens in the company of Gardens Supervisor Sarah Wain.

Watch Alison and Frances demonstrate the art of throwing clay, discuss their practice and share the secrets 
and magic of working with a potter’s wheel.
 
Isobel subverts familiar and conventional modes of behaviour using everyday objects to create strange and 
uncanny imagery.This is most effective in real situations rather than staged, so she will be working outside in 
the cafe and grounds at West Dean.

MA Creative Writing & Publishing students read extracts from their new anthology with a companion talk by 
tutor Martine McDonagh.

Isobel subverts familiar and conventional modes of behaviour using everyday objects to create strange and 
uncanny imagery.This is most effective in real situations rather than staged, so she will be working outside in 
the cafe and grounds at West Dean.

THROUGHOUT THE DAY:

The Orangery
Tigerfox (Claire Fox) 

A Small Act of Honouring - Jill Laudet

Installation artist, Tigerfox, will be experimenting with the mark-making potential of three different species of 
tree to produce an individual drawing over the three days. Each mark will link back to the hand of the artist: 
the tree, the hand of the author, and the hand of nature.

Make a symbols, to honour chosen human qualities, then hang onto branches of improvised trees. The       
artwork will be on view as it evolves during the three days and the fi nished work, a temporary aspirational 
monument, will be recorded and the video will be uploaded onto laudet.weebly.com/small-acts



LIVE ARTS AND PERFORMANCE
SATURDAY 3 JUNE

11.00 - meet at the Apple Store
Garden Walk 

11.30 - 12.30 - Pergola Stage
The Magic of Throwing Clay
Alison Sandeman and Jo Taylor

13.00 - 14.00 - Pergola Stage
Celebrating Awe and Wonder Through 
Playful Creativity - Francesca Cluney and 
Chris Gilvan-Cartwright

14.30 - 15.30 - Pergola Stage
Live Art Performance - Isobel Smith

13.00 - 14.00 - Pergola Stage
Celebrating Awe and Wonder Through 
Playful Creativity - Francesca Cluney, dancer 
and Chris Gilvan-Cartwright

Explore the beautiful West Dean Gardens in the company of Gardens Supervisor Sarah Wain.

Watch Alison and Jo demonstrate the art of throwing clay, discuss their practice and share the secrets and 
magic of working with a potter’s wheel.
 

The fantastical Baron Gilvan rolls into town with his traveling Art School where creativity is celebrated through 
dynamic life drawing. You can either choose to watch or participate in drawing from a clothed model. It    
promises to be an delightful experience from an Art School ethos that believes everything to be magnifi cent!

Isobel subverts familiar and conventional modes of behaviour using everyday objects to create strange and 
uncanny imagery.This is most effective in real situations rather than staged, so she will be working outside in 
the cafe and grounds at West Dean.

The fantastical Baron Gilvan rolls into town with his traveling Art School where creativity is celebrated through 
dynamic life drawing. You can either choose to watch or participate in drawing from a clothed model. It    
promises to be an delightful experience from an Art School ethos that believes everything to be magnifi cent!

THROUGHOUT THE DAY:
The Orangery
Tigerfox (Claire Fox) 

A Small Act of Honouring - Jill Laudet

Installation artist, Tigerfox, will be experimenting with the mark-making potential of three different species of 
tree to produce an individual drawing over the three days. Each mark will link back to the hand of the artist: 
the tree, the hand of the author, and the hand of nature.

Make a symbols, to honour chosen human qualities, then hang onto branches of improvised trees. The       
artwork will be on view as it evolves during the three days and the fi nished work, a temporary aspirational 
monument, will be recorded and the video will be uploaded onto laudet.weebly.com/small-acts



LIVE ARTS AND PERFORMANCE
SUNDAY 4 JUNE

11.00 - meet at the Apple Store
Garden Walk 

11.30 - 12.30 - Pergola Stage
The Secrets of Etching Revealed
Dale Devereaux-Barker and John T Freeman

13.00 - 14.00 - Pergola Stage
The Magic of Throwing Clay 
Alison Sandeman and Elaine Bolt

14.30 - 15.30 - Pergola Stage
Collective Painting  - Between 
Performing and Art there will be space 
for Collaborations Askild Winkelmann

16.00 - 17.00 - Pergola Stage 
The Secrets of Etching Revealed

Explore the beautiful West Dean Gardens in the company of Gardens Manager Jim Buckland.

Be entertained as John and Dale reveal the secrets about print that most experts don’t know. Discover how to 
tell apart an etching and a drypoint, a fake from an original, and much more.
 

Watch Alison and Elaine demonstrate the art of throwing clay, discuss their practice and share the secrets and 
magic of working with a potter’s wheel.

First year MFA student, Askild, will be painting horizontally and vertically on a painting, asking you, the audience 
which colour to choose.

Be entertained as John and Dale reveal the secrets about print that most experts don’t know. Discover how to 
tell apart an etching and a drypoint, a fake from an original, and much more.

THROUGHOUT THE DAY:
The Orangery
Tigerfox (Claire Fox) 

A Small Act of Honouring - Jill Laudet

Installation artist, Tigerfox, will be experimenting with the mark-making potential of three different species of 
tree to produce an individual drawing over the three days. Each mark will link back to the hand of the artist: 
the tree, the hand of the author, and the hand of nature.

 
Make a symbols, to honour chosen human qualities, then hang onto branches of improvised trees. The       
artwork will be on view as it evolves during the three days and the fi nished work, a temporary aspirational 
monument, will be recorded and the video will be uploaded onto laudet.weebly.com/small-acts


